Developing a GIS-Based Visual-Acoustic 3D Simulation for Wind Farm Assessment
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Abstract: Public landscape impact assessment of renewable energy installations is crucial for their acceptance. Thus, a sound assessment basis is crucial in the implementation process. For valuing landscape perception, the visual sense is the dominant human sensory component. However, the visual sense provides only partial information about our environment. Especially when it comes to wind farm assessments, noise produced by the rotating turbine blades is another major impact factor. Therefore, an integrated visual and acoustic assessment of wind farm projects is needed to allow lay people to perceive their impact adequately. This paper presents an approach of linking spatially referenced auralizations to a GIS-based virtual 3D landscape model. We demonstrate how to utilize a game engine for 3D visualization of wind parks, using geodata as a modeling basis. In particular, the controlling and recording of specific parameters in the game engine is shown in order to establish a link to the acoustical model. The resulting prototype has high potential to complement conventional tools for an improved public impact assessment of wind farms.
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1. Introduction

Planning of new renewable energy installations in the landscape is a complicated matter in Switzerland and all over Europe. Although the public generally supports the renewable energy deployment, the implementation of new installations often fails when it comes to choosing appropriate locations, especially regarding wind farm locations on the local level [1,2]. Cowell [3] points out the “split between the technical and the social” as a key problem: the technical potential is taken as basis for national wind power targets in a top-down approach (e.g., [4]), lacking the public’s judgment about the acceptability in particular places. According to recent studies, however, social acceptance is a key issue for successful wind energy market development [5,6]. Furthermore, stakeholders state that there are no suitable instruments to support social acceptance [7].

The impact of the new infrastructures on a specific type of landscape characterized by aesthetical quality and a sense of place is one of the most significant factors explaining support or rejection of wind farms [1,2]. Although the visual sense is the dominant human sensory component for landscape perception, it only provides partial information about our environment [8]. Therefore, a multi-sensory approach for landscape assessment is needed. With regard to wind parks people perceive the noise generated by rotating turbine blades as one of the most prominent annoyance factors [9,10], which is linked to the visual attitude of the wind turbines in the landscape [11]. Hence, there is a strong need for integrating this factor of landscape quality into the site planning of wind farms in order to allow the identification of socially accepted locations for wind power technologies.

1.1. Technological Advances in Digital Landscape Visualizations

In the last few decades, the technological advances in digital landscape visualization tools and techniques allow landscape and urban planners to use digital 3D visualizations as a common feature for landscape design, planning and management [8]. Highly detailed 3D vegetation for landscape visualizations (e.g., Laubwerk plants [12], XfrogPlants [13] or the SpeedTree Toolkit [14]), integrated augmented reality and Geographic Information System (GIS) representations [15], multi-player capabilities, and communication possibilities [16–18] are just a few examples. These advances hold great potential for landscape planners in a diversity of applications such as participatory purposes, communication, scenario evaluation, and the decision-making process [19]. GIS-based 3D visualizations have proved to facilitate the communication between various stakeholders, professionals, and the public in the context of participatory wind power development [20,21]. In the landscape planning context, currently emerging game engines offer interesting modeling tools providing state-of-the-art visualizations [22]. Game engines are software programs including different modules for 2D and 3D representations, and generic physics calculations [23] to design computer games. These engines allow for a high level of interactivity and support multiplayer capabilities with online communications [19]. Some of them are available for low prices in the case of non-commercial use and are designed to run on low budget computers as well [22,24]. One major advantage of game engines is the ability to create real-time visualizations, which do not require a time consuming rendering step, where each camera position and physical parameter has to be set before the visualization can be presented. Instead, real-time visualizations allow the user to move freely through the environment and to dynamically...
alter physical parameters in the virtual landscape, such as daytime settings or the weather conditions. The ability of game engines to create virtual landscapes with controllable and changeable real world parameters can lead to a suitable planning tool to support communication in decision-making processes. Bishop [19] states that realistic gaming tools configured as a collaborative virtual environment can help people to explore complex issues, run scenario models, and develop acceptable plans. Furthermore, the user’s understanding of the real world can be supported by the interactivity and dynamics of virtual environments [25]. If these gaming tools include crucial physical forces and processes of the landscape and also support multi-user capabilities, it would be a logical extension to present such game environments to communities in order to further the design of sustainable future landscapes [19].

1.2. Game Engines for Landscape Visualizations

Using a game engine for landscape visualization and planning, Stock et al. [18] showed how Torque’s Game Engine [26] can be employed to establish a web-based map server to create a collaborative environment. Jacobson and Lewis [27] presented an immersive cave-like virtual reality projection of landscapes using the Unreal Engine [28]. Nakevska et al. [29] illustrate examples of a cave-environment using Crytek’s CryENGINE [30] interfacing the game engine with sensors and input devices for interacting with the virtual environment. Friese et al. [22] analyzed the visualization and interaction capabilities of different game engines, and decided to use the CryENGINE for modeling landscape visualizations because large outdoor terrains can be generated and edited interactively. The CryENGINE was used by Germanchi et al. [31,32] as well, because the CryENGINE was the most stable, easiest to learn and most powerful engine to generate a virtual environment.

A major advantage of the CryENGINE 3 is that it incorporates a physics engine, which can be applied to almost all objects within the virtual world and allows realistic interaction of objects with physical forces such as wind, gravity, friction, and collisions [30]. Therefore, the engine does not rely on precomputed effects but is capable of displaying physically-based phenomena such as dynamic daytime simulation in real-time, changes in vegetation and cloud movement due to altered wind speed [33].

1.3. Game Engines and Geodata

Germanchi et al. [31,32] uses a workflow to integrate geodata into the game engine transforming the data into an appropriate form for the game environment to understand. The workflow consists of different stand-alone software programs, e.g., ArcGIS or Photoshop. Herrlich [34] developed a tool to convert real GIS-data into a suitable source readable for the CryENGINE. In the conversion process, Gauss-Krueger coordinates are mapped to game level coordinates. Later, Herrlich et al. [35] show that a game console can be used as a device for geodata visualization and GIS applications, and suggest a way of integrating the standards CityGML and COLLADA for high-quality visualization. However, Friese et al. [22] state that one of the major difficulties encountered during their project using geodata with a game engine were the data conversion processes, as the resolution of the geodata is usually very different compared to the internal engine height map resolution. Furthermore, the coordinate systems of the geodata compared to the internal game engine system vary as well. To get acquainted to the
import of terrain, 3D objects and other external data from GIS software, time-intensive trials are often necessary [24].

1.4. Reproduction of Wind Turbine Noise

With regard to acoustics, the wind turbine noise has to be reproduced for planning future wind farms. Therefore, the audio signals that are suggestive of realistic noise in a given situation have to be synthesized. Sound emission from wind turbines is composed of a mechanical and an aerodynamic component. The mechanical noise is produced by the gearbox and other moving parts of the turbine. The aerodynamic noise on the other hand is generated by air passing the rotor blades. Investigations with microphone arrays have shown that the trailing edge delivers the main contribution to the overall noise [36]. This aerodynamic noise is very broadband with a drop-off towards higher frequencies and can be predicted by numerical calculation methods [37–39].

Overall, sophisticated software tools are provided for either landscape visualization or auralization. However, spatially explicit noise emissions of wind turbines integrated in 3D landscape visualizations providing realistic, accurate, and evaluable representations of the real-world environments are not yet available [40]. This paper describes the development of a visual-acoustic simulation integrating realistic acoustic emission and propagation into GIS-based 3D landscape visualizations to support landscape impact assessments. The visual simulation is generated employing a game engine. For the generation of synthetic wind turbine and environmental noise, the implementation of an emission synthesizer and a propagation filter as well as a reproduction system is developed. The visual and the acoustic simulations are then connected on the basis of linking parameters. These parameters can be controlled via the visual simulation and are transferred to the acoustic simulation to correctly auralize the corresponding soundscape. The focus of this article is the documentation of methods applied for developing the visual-acoustic simulation prototype.

2. Methods

First, videos and sound recordings of a case study area had to be produced (Section 2.1). These recordings served as reference for the simulation of the landscape scenery including wind turbines as well as for the acoustic ambience of the wind turbine sound. Then, with regard to the visual simulation (Section 2.2) the essential processes are described: the coordinate transformation to import geodata, the calculation of the wind speed profile, and the visual optimizations to achieve an appropriate level of realism in the visualization. In the acoustic simulation (Section 2.3), the general simulation method and the developed calculation software are briefly described. Finally, Section 2.4 shows how both simulations are linked together.

2.1. Reference Video and Sound

The Mont Crosin in the Canton of Berne (Switzerland) was chosen as the reference site for the development of the visual-acoustic simulation tool. The wind farm comprises 16 wind turbines of the type Vestas [41]. On 11 October 2011 and 2 December 2011 the reference recordings were performed at Mont Crosin: video and sound recordings were produced as medium for comparison in order to
develop the acoustic and visual simulation, and to test the validity of the integrated visual and acoustic simulation tool in a further step.

Prior to fieldwork, reference points at Mont Crosin were defined where videos and acoustic recordings were made, suitable to serve as reference data for both the acoustic and the visual simulation. Thereby, the fundamental auralization aspects were considered, consisting of emission (close vicinity of a wind turbine), ambiance (close to a forest edge), propagation (up to 500 m distance to a wind turbine), and multi-source recording (two wind turbines from different directions) [42]. Furthermore, constraints for the choice of viewpoints were given by the pedestrians’ behavior, i.e., staying on the roads [43]. The contents of views were a frontal wind turbine, a wind turbine in the background, several wind turbines and no wind turbine. The viewing contents, except the “no wind turbine view”, were required for comparing the human perception of the contents of the recordings and the simulations in the validation phase, carrying out a visual and acoustic landscape assessment.

In order to assess the acoustic impact of the wind turbines on the landscape under different wind conditions, a recording day with low wind (3.4 m/s at 10 m above ground) and one with strong wind (10.6 m/s at 10 m above ground) were chosen. The wind speed measurements were performed with a 3D ultrasonic anemometer. The main audio recordings were taken with a SPS200 Soundfield microphone, which, as a consequence of the strong wind, had to be mounted close to the ground and equipped with a Rycote Windshield and Windjammer. The visual recording system comprised a single-lens reflex camera with video recording capability. A 10–20 mm lens was used and fixed to 10 mm to capture a field of view of about 100 degrees. Videos were captured to catch the movement of the wind turbines and the vegetation influenced by the wind conditions on the recording days. The recording position in the field, viewing directions, wind speed, and wind direction parameters were compiled in a storyboard.

In addition, aerial images from the reference site were captured using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The aerial images were photogrammetrically processed, and a digital elevation model (DEM) as well as an orthophoto with a resolution in the decimeter range was calculated. This geodata can not only be used as an accurate and up-to-date basis for landscape visualizations but also for determining the correct wind turbine positions in the landscape. The latter was particularly beneficial because the wind farm was recently enlarged and existing aerial images were outdated.

2.2. Visual Simulation

Using the Sandbox-Editor of Crytek’s CryENGINE Version 3.3.9 [30], an interactive GIS-based 3D visualization with a high level of realism was generated. To visualize the landscape structure including the hilly terrain of the reference site, the visualization perimeter was set to a size of 8 × 8 km. Because the UAV data covered only 3 km² of the reference site of Mont Crosin, we decided to use the UAV data mainly for determining the correct placement of the 3D models. The 3D landscape simulation is therefore based on a DEM and an orthophoto of the Mont Crosin from swisstopo [44]. In addition, 3D models for vegetation, infrastructures, and wind turbines were added according to their actual locations, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Visual simulation process of the wind farm at Mont Crosin.

A major task was to import and reference the geodata accurately because the game engine does not yet provide a direct GIS functionality. Therefore, conversion rules were defined, e.g., to import the digital elevation model so that the heights were displayed correctly in the virtual 3D model.

Figure 2. Digital Elevation Model overlaid with an orthophoto and correctly placed wind turbines.

For this task, we took advantage from the CryENGINE’s ability to interpret gray values from a height map [45]. Using an 8 bit height map allowing 256 gray values, an area with height differences over 255 m causes the height resolution to be larger than 1 m. In the reference region of Mont Crosin, the perimeter of 8 × 8 km has differences of about 900 m in height, including a mountain of about 1,000 m above sea level. Therefore, the height resolution is about 3.5 m per height unit (900 m/256 = 3.53 m).
Working with 16 bit data files reduces this problem having over 65,000 grey values to represent even small height displacements. Before importing a greyscale terrain, e.g., a GIS-based DEM, the “Maximum Height” value in the engine has to be set. The “Maximum Height” corresponds to the maximum height difference in the perimeter that is the maximal height minus the minimal height of the DEM. The “Maximum Height” value sets the maximum terrain height which the imported terrain can be raised to [33]. Using the terrain editing functions in the engine, the elevation can be smoothed to achieve a better looking base model map [45]. The resulting basic model of the reference site is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.1. Coordinate Transformation

The auralization module requires information about the source and receiver position in order to link the respective sound to the view accurately. To get the current user position in the visualization in real world coordinates, transformation parameters have to be set which are applied in real-time to the CryENGINE coordinates. The auralization and the visualization are based on geodata in the Swiss coordinate system (LV03). Because the Swiss coordinate system is a Cartesian system and is defined to have only positive coordinate values within Switzerland, the conversion formula can be simplified to a translation. The translation parameter corresponds to the real world coordinates of the CryENGINE’s origin, implicating the shift of the origin coordinates between the perimeter and the CryENGINE. By adding the translation parameters \( (X_{ChofCEorigin}/Y_{ChofCEorigin}) \) to the current position coordinates in CryENGINE \( (X_{CEpos}/Y_{CEpos}) \), the lateral real world position of the user in Swiss coordinates is known at any time:

\[
X_{CHpos} = X_{CEpos} + X_{ChofCEorigin} \\
Y_{CHpos} = Y_{CEpos} + Y_{ChofCEorigin}
\]  

(1)

The height coordinate \( Z_{CHpos} \) is dependent on the minimal height of the visualization perimeter in Swiss coordinates \( Z_{CHmin} \) and the height value of the current position in CryENGINE \( Z_{CEpos} \). The \( Z_{CHmin} \) parameter corresponds to the 0 m height map value in CryENGINE.

\[
Z_{CHpos} = Z_{CHmin} + Z_{CEpos}
\]  

(2)

Further deformation or distortion factors of the earth were not taken into account because of the small size of the perimeter, where these factors are negligible.

2.2.2. Wind Speed Profile

The movement of the vegetation and the rotational speed of the turbine blades depend on wind direction and speed. Therefore, an algorithm was developed to adjust the wind speed and direction by user interaction (e.g., key inputs) affecting the movement of the vegetation and the wind turbine blades in the virtual model. This algorithm assumes a wind speed profile to calculate the wind speed at hub height. The wind field is determined by pressure differences in the atmosphere. Near the ground surface the wind speed is lower due to friction losses. In addition, the vertical wind speed profile depends on atmospheric stability caused by the temperature layers influencing the vertical movement of the air particles. The wind speed profile is calculated as follows [46–48]:

To calculate the wind speed \( w_z \) at a specific height \( z \), the wind speed 10 m above ground \( w_{10m} \) and an atmospheric exponent \( m \) is needed. In this project, the wind speed 10 m above ground is defined as the global and adjustable wind speed parameter in CryENGINE influencing the vegetation movement. The wind speed at hub height is then calculated with Equation (3). The m-exponent is dependent on the atmospheric stability class. This is calculated based on the current solar radiation, respectively, the cloud cover at day or night time. In the visualization, this can be defined and changed interactively influencing the wind profile and therefore the theoretical wind speed at hub height.

The wind profile was scripted within the simulation using the visual scripting system “Flow Graph”, which is embedded in the CryENGINE Sandbox editor [45]. The “Flow Graph” provides a library of functions and represents them and their connections visually to easily generate and control logical processes. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the implemented formula Equation (3) in the “Flow Graph” script. As the wind turbine Vestas V90-2MW changes the rotational speed for different wind speed thresholds, rotation modes (M0-M3) were established in the field (see Section 2.3). The wind speed at hub height indicates the rotation mode in which the wind turbine is currently operating. The output of Equation (3) (in the “Math:Mul”-Box in the middle of Figure 3) is directed to the wind turbine rotation modes (M0-M3), where the corresponding mode value regulates the speed function of the wind turbine rotor blades. In reality, the wind turbines never move synchronously. To run the wind turbines asynchronously in the simulation, a random value is added to the rotation speed and to the initial position of the rotor blades.

**Figure 3.** Section of the “Flow Graph” script developed in CryENGINE to control the specific parameters for wind speed profile calculation and corresponding wind turbine rotation in the virtual landscape model.

The script allows the user to control the wind speed and direction, allowing changing the wind turbine rotation in the engine in real-time while walking in the virtual 3D model.
2.2.3. Visual Optimizations

Landscape elements of 3D visualizations such as terrain, vegetation and built forms can have different levels of abstraction [49]. Each element has a geometric depiction (e.g., a polygon) with an association of textural properties on the geometric surface [49,50]. For their representation, Danahy [49], Lange [51] and Wissen [50] describe different scales in respect to their level of abstraction, ranging from abstract to realistic representations. Lange [51] states that from a modeling point-of-view, a visualization is more realistic, the more specific textures and geometries are used for modeling represented objects. Furthermore, a higher level of realism can be acquired by integrating and adjusting atmospheric conditions such as weather conditions, natural illumination or the simulation of dynamic processes [52–54]. In this project, we tried to visualize the reference locations in a high but appropriate level of realism. An appropriate level of realism should allow inducing perceptions of the simulated landscape similar to the reference recordings. To achieve this, the following visual optimizations were applied.

The reference videos were analyzed with regard to the wind turbine orientation and rotation, the lighting and weather conditions, and the vegetation movement as well as the structure of the vegetation in the landscape (type, height, density and distribution). The vegetation was animated according to the measured wind speed in field and the movement in the reference video, and with the additional help of the aerial images the vegetation was placed accurately in the visualization.

The lighting conditions were adjusted using the CryENGINE’s ability to simulate different daytimes. Based on the reference data collected in field, the daytime and the weather conditions, such as cloud cover, wind speed, wind direction, sun intensity, and sun settings were set in the game engine. The sun settings allow adjusting the position of the sun, the sun direction (the direction from where the sun rises), and the daytime. The sun position implies the distance the perimeter is located from the North Pole to the South Pole, and can be estimated using the real latitude position of the perimeter (for the reference site: 48°N in WGS84). As the CryENGINE sun position values range from 0 (=North Pole) to 180 (=South Pole) [33], the sun position value in the sun settings is 42 for the reference site.

Furthermore, the orthophoto color was adjusted to match with the current ground color in the reference videos, using an image editing application. This was necessary for the strong wind situation because the orthophoto was captured at a slightly different season and weather condition than the reference videos.

For the strong wind condition, the sky was covered with fast moving clouds. As these moving clouds are giving an impression of a typical windy environment, this effect has to be implemented as well in the visual simulation, using CryENGINE’s 3D clouds [33]. Corresponding to the cloud moving direction in the reference video, the moving path for the major clouds was defined in the visual simulation, leading to an appropriate visual windy effect in the landscape visualization.

For the low wind situation, direct sun exposure was present on the recording day, generating fast moving shadows on the ground from the wind turbine rotors as well as smaller, stationary shadows from the vegetation. Due to the dynamic shadow calculation of the CryENGINE the shadows could be reconstructed accurately with respect to the reference recordings.
The available 3D wind turbine object models obtained from the software library of WindPRO [55] were resized in the software 3D Studio Max from Autodesk [56] corresponding to the wind turbine sizes on the reference site, including the wind turbines’ heights, mast diameters, and the rotor blade dimensions. Additionally, the wind turbine color material was adjusted in order to match the appearances and visual attributes of the real ones. To obtain a 3D wind turbine object file, readable in CryENGINE (e.g., .cgf, .mtl and .dds), the exporter of the CryENGINE 3ds Max Plugin [57] was used. The wind turbine rotor and the mast were imported as separate objects to animate the rotor independently from the mast. In the CryENGINE’s “Flow Graph”, the rotor is linked to a rotation function, which specifies the movement of the rotation direction (x,y,z) and the rotational speed. Linking the wind turbine rotor to the mast using CryENGINE’s “Link Object” function, it is possible to change the entire wind turbine orientation based on the wind direction, while all wind turbine rotors can be steered individually with respect to the wind speed.

All these visual adjustments led to an appropriate landscape visualization providing a level of realism suitable for a visual perception evaluation of the simulated landscapes in the validation part of the project [40].

2.3. Acoustic Simulation

The acoustic simulation consists of the generation of the wind turbine emission audio signal (1), the filtering to account for the frequency dependent sound propagation attenuation (2), the generation of a natural background audio signal (3), and the reproduction by loudspeakers (4) as shown in the block diagram in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** Block diagram for the generation of synthetic wind turbine and environmental noise.

In a first step, the emission synthesizer (1) was developed to generate the emission audio signal. A key issue was the investigation of the emission signal dependency from turbine type and operation condition, wind speed, and temperature stratification. Hence, in addition to the field survey for the reference video and sound from October to December 2011 (see Section 2.1) several emission recordings of wind turbines at varying operation conditions were taken at the reference site at Mont
Crosin. Instead of an expected continuous relation between wind speed and rotational speed, the measurements on Vestas V90-2MW turbines revealed discrete operational modes (M0–M3). A synthesis model for the generation of emission audio signals of the Vestas V90-2MW was developed and implemented in the software Matlab [58].

In a second step, the frequency dependent sound propagation attenuation (2) was calculated and implemented as a series of digital filters. For that purpose, the computer program AuraPRO in Figure 5a was developed [38]. As input, AuraPRO needs information about the linking parameters from the visual simulation (see Section 2.4), such as the coordinates of the source and receiver positions, the weather conditions, and the emission audio file, to be processed. The topography information is obtained from the digital elevation model, which was also the basis for the visual simulation (see Figure 1). Additional objects such as buildings can be defined in a separate text file. The audio wave file containing the emission signal is read and processed to an output wave file. The output represents the sound pressure time function at the receiver position. So far, the propagation includes geometrical spreading, air absorption, attenuation by obstacles, attenuation by foliage (all according to ISO 9613), and ground effects.

Figure 5. Graphical user interfaces of the computer programs (a) AuraPRO and (b) RePRO.

In a third step, possible vegetation noise is synthesized (3). The model considers the vegetation geometry, the vegetation type, and wind speed [38]. Vegetation noise is modulated in amplitude based on a turbulence model that predicts wind speed fluctuations. As a simplification, these wind speed fluctuations are attributed independently of the individual vegetation cells and not referenced to a location dependent wind speed field.

The sound propagation simulation allows a receiver to change the position over time. Hereby, a procedure had to be developed to map emission samples onto receiver samples for arbitrary time-shifts without audible artifacts. This non-linear operation correctly models the Doppler Effect, that is to say the frequency shift between emitted and received signal in case of a relative movement between source and receiver.

The last step covers a suitable mapping of the synthesized signals to a system of loudspeakers (4) in order to generate an appropriate listening impression regarding sound pressure levels and directional information. In our application, an ambisonics rendering strategy was chosen. Hereby, an arbitrary number of loudspeakers can be used and different coding strategies allow for the optimization of
system properties such as localization accuracy and extension of the sweet spot. To map the signals to the loudspeaker system, the computer program RePRO was developed, see Figure 5b. Five loudspeakers were arranged in a pentagon-setup to generate an optimal listening impression that allows an appropriate determination of the sound source direction.

2.4. Linking Acoustic to Visual Simulation

A concept was developed to connect the acoustic simulation output adequately to the 3D landscape model. As it is not yet possible to generate the acoustic simulation in real-time, the audio files have to be linked to the visualizations in a post-process. This includes three tasks:

1. Rendering images for a video out of the CryENGINE from a viewpoint or a walk path.
2. Saving all relevant parameters which are needed to calculate the audio files (Section 2.3) correctly into a file and providing them to the acoustic simulation calculation.
3. Converting the images into a video, and linking the synthesized audio files to the video using the software Adobe Premiere Pro [59].

Figure 6. Overlaid head-up display (HUD) information of the current position in field and viewing angle (upper left corner) and the current wind speed and direction (bottom left corner).

In the first task, images are recorded simultaneously to the movement through the landscape, using a capturing function in the CryENGINE’s “Flow Graph” script. In the second task, the parameters relevant for both the acoustic and the visual simulation have to be streamed in real-time into a single parameter file at the same time the images are recorded (step 2). These parameters are: the position, the viewing angle, the wind turbine positions, the turbine rotational speed, the initial rotor position, the wind direction, and the wind speed. Nakevska et al. [29] established an interaction with the game engine generating XML files, where e.g., each object is a child with attributes of the position and the rotation. In our case, the relevant parameters are gathered in the visualization software by the developed “Flow Graph” script (see Section 2.2.2) and streamed into an external XML-file as well. The developed approach allows accessing these parameters in the virtual landscape model and provides the data in a suitable format as input for the auralization model. Based on these parameters,
the acoustic simulation can be calculated. In the third task, the challenge was to correctly synchronize the movement of the animated wind turbine to the sound files. Therefore, a function was developed in the “Flow Graph” script. First, the actual parameter values are shown in an overlay, the so-called head-up display (HUD) to control the settings of the relevant parameters (see Figure 6).

Then, with a pre-defined key input in the “Flow Graph” script, the HUD parameter information can be hidden and a START sign appears simultaneously for 0.3 s in the HUD, initiating the rotation of the wind turbines. This START sign indicates the starting time of the simulation and of the parameter file generation. By producing the simulation videos in Adobe Premiere Pro, the corresponding acoustic files can be correctly applied to the visualization based on the visual START information.

3. Results

Implementing the presented method, we generated correctly linked visual-acoustic videos of the simulated landscapes. Videos were produced for all the reference locations of Mont Crosin. Figure 7 shows three out of five reference locations, on the left side the reference locations captured in field (see Section 2.1) and on the right side the correspondingly simulated locations.

**Figure 7.** Three out of five reference (Left) and simulated (Right) landscape videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference landscapes</th>
<th>Simulated landscapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Reference Landscape 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Simulated Landscape 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Reference Landscape 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Simulated Landscape 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Reference Landscape 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Simulated Landscape 3" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Reference Landscape 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Simulated Landscape 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Reference Landscape 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Simulated Landscape 5" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

We presented an approach to work with GIS-data in a game engine, to simulate wind turbine noise correctly, and to link the noise simulation to the virtual landscape. This method demonstrates an appropriate way for generating detailed real world landscape representations and for linking the auralization to the virtual landscape.

We produced a GIS-based virtual landscape model employing Crytek’s CryENGINE 3. The use of this game engine offered a huge advantage for the visual-acoustic simulation. As Crytek’s CryENGINE includes a high performance physics engine, it was possible to create visualizations with great amounts of detail, including vegetation movement, lighting conditions, shadow calculation, and 3D cloud generation. Furthermore, CryENGINE’s “Flow Graph” allowed scripting logical processes in an interactive manner, where all relevant parameters for the visual and acoustic simulations can be modified by user interaction and exported in real-time. These features allow linking the visual and acoustic simulation in an appropriate way.

However, since the visualization software is not connected directly to a geographical information system (GIS), it was a major task to integrate and to represent the spatial data accurately and coherently in the game engine. An appropriate transformation of a specific real world coordinate system into internal game engine coordinates is, thus, crucial. The documentation of the straightforward translation approach in this article provides guidance for generating fast and simple GIS-based visualizations with CryENGINE. The translation allows not only for importing geodata and real world coordinate based 3D objects, but also for exporting the linking parameters required for the acoustic simulation adequately.

With the help of the developed tool, it is possible to link the acoustics for an arbitrary wind farm design to a GIS-based landscape visualization in the game engine. Linking parameters defined by predefined settings and changed by user interaction in the visual simulation are stored in a parameter file available for calculating the correct auralization. The wind farm design can be changed interactively and subsequently, the sound is calculated accordingly for the new setting. The user can, thus, choose any location in the virtual landscape and the auralization of the wind turbines can be calculated based on the actual parameters of the location.

The innovative aspects of the developed auralization computer programs are the development of new algorithms and strategies for simulating spatially explicit sound of wind turbines taking into account the environmental context. However, the audio synthesizer is not yet able to calculate and reproduce the audio in real-time. Therefore, the sound files have to be calculated offline in a post-processing step according to the parameter file exported from the visualization module. Currently, the audio information is rendered to five loudspeakers arranged in a pentagon, allowing for optimized source localization with sufficient angular resolution in all directions. In a subsequent step, the audio files are manually linked to the animated virtual landscape video. To avoid the manual integration of video and audio, it would be preferable to use batch procedures that automatically perform the combination (muxing) of video and audio.
From a technical perspective, an important improvement of the prototype would be the development of real-time functionality of the simulation tool. As it is already possible to change and store the actual linking parameters in real-time, investigations have to be made to generate and auralize the acoustics at the same time the user moves individually through the 3D landscape.

As a next step, this prototype of a visual-simulation tool has to be validated. Both Bishop [19] and Lange [8] state that further developments in visualization techniques help people to understand future landscape changes and therefore influence the decision making process, but it has to be considered how landscape simulations are perceived by humans. Therefore, a validation is needed, where a comparative evaluation is conducted, comparing videos of the simulated wind farm to videos of the real wind farm. The validated tool can then be implemented for further assessments of wind farm scenarios, e.g., in participatory workshop settings as Bishop [19] suggests, or in an acceptability study to assess the impact of different wind farm designs in different landscape contexts. In this way, the development of recommendations for wind farm planning and for exploiting socially-accepted wind energy locations can be supported.

5. Conclusions

We developed a prototype of a GIS-based visual-acoustic simulation tool suitable for assessing and discussing choices of locations for wind turbines and their impact on perceived landscape quality in participatory processes. The employed game engine Crytek’s CryENGINE 3 has delivered a suitable software program, which proved successful for both (1) realistic 3D visualization of animated wind farms with high level of realism based on GIS-data, as well as (2) providing input parameters for linking spatially explicit acoustic simulations to the accurate locations in the virtual model. With the documentation of the method, we contribute to establishing guidance to generate such visual-acoustic simulations. Overall, this prototype can contribute significantly to enhancing the available set of instruments for conscious landscape development with wind farms. The integration of spatial sound simulation into the correlating virtual landscapes can allow for an improved impact assessment and, thus, it may provide a better, more comprehensible decision basis than conventional tools, such as decibel maps or photomontages.
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